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The Issue
The November 1984 Modification t.o the Consultation and Cooperation
Agreement. bet.ween t.he State of New Mexico and t.he U. S. Department of
Energy (Appendix 1 tot.he Wor~ing Agreement.), lists •at least one
field test using sorbin£ tracers at a site to be selected aft.er
consult.at.ion with EEG• as one of t.he geot.echnical studies which DOE
comrnited t.o perform.
All the other studies listed in this Appendix
are to be completed by January. 1988 according to t.he Agreement.. The
Sorbint; Tracer Test. however. may require continuous pumpint for
se\·eral years and. t.herefore. t.he corwnit.ment for this test w.·as simply
t.o •make every effort to start the long-t.errn Sorbing Tracer Test. as
soon as possible and no lat.er than January 198b.•
(Art. lV. Section
K. Para 1i. Modified C and C Working Agreement.).
DOE has not yet.
sLarLed this test and would no~ like to delete it from the Agreement.
At e ~une 16-17 meeting of the National Academy of Sciences ~lPP Pane
in Washington D. c .. Sandia presenLed DOE"s desire to delete the
Sorbing Tracer Test and replace it. by some additional field t.esLs to
refine the understanding of groundwater flow in st.rate overlying the
WlPP repository. The reasons given were that. 1)
the tests proposed
in lieu of t.he Sorbing Tracer Test would provide more relevant and
useful information t.o perf onn performance assessment. for showing
compliance with the EPA Standards, and 2)
the results of the test. J
it were to be initiated now, would not be available until aft.er the
waste st.arts arriving at ~IPP in October 19BB. ~ack Tillman. the DO!
~IPP Project. Manager. told
me aeparately that. t.he DOE Attorney, Jim
St.out.. would be contacting the State A. G. Office t.o include deletior
of this test as an item in t.he forthcoming State/DOE negot.iat.ions on
another modification t.o the C and C Agreement. The intent.ion of t.hi1
memorandwn is to provide you with the background of this issue and
make recommendations for your consideration as a response to the DOE
requesL for deleLion of t.his test.

Thf' Backtround

One of the pathways of potential relea•e of radionuclidec after a
breach from the WIPP repository is through the Rustler Formation
aquifers.
~hen radionuclides suspended or dissolved in ~ater pass
through an aquifer. the movement.. of a fraction of them is •retarded·
by the rock through eeveral processes which include adsorption. ion
exchange and precipitation. This •retardation· is measured by a
quantity called the •distribution coefficient• (expressed by the
symbol Kd) with units of ml/g.
Kd values are dependent on the rock
types: permeability: fracture and matrix porosity: and the
radionuclides present..
lt may be necessary to take credit.. for
sorption of the radionuclides by the rock in modelint breach scenario
in order to show compliance with the EPA Standard.
lt is likely that
without assumint certain finite values for Xd. the EPA Standard may
not. bl' met. .

Th£ initial radionuclide transport calculations performed by DOE in
1978-79 used Kd values that.. had been determined from laboratory test.!
on powdered samples of the aquifer rock. EEG criticized the use of
these values and suggested that field tests should be performed to
obtain reliable Xd values to be used in breach scenario modeling (EE::
2. 1979. p. 2~). The suggestion for one or more field Sorbing Trac~:
Test..s "·as repeated by EEG in communications •dt.h DOE end in EEG
reports (e.g. EEG-16. 1se2. p. 62: EEG-23. 1983. p. 143). DOE mad~;
formal commitment t.o conduct at least.. one field test. for sorpt..ion i~
t.he 1984 modification t.o t.he C and C Agreement. At a quarterly
meeting of t.he National Academy of Sciences (~AS) ~IPP Panel in
November 1985 in Albuquerque. t.he Panel expressed some doubt..s about
the need for the test. and whether useful information would be gained
from it.
After several deliberations and exchange of letters betwee1
EEG. DOE and NAS, the NAS Panel reco11TT1ended at a meet.ing on Septembe1
29-30. 198& in Sant.a Ye that t.hree field tests for sorption be
performed.
This recommendation "·as provided by NAS t.o DOE through a
letter dat.ed ~pril lb, 1987.
In June. 1986 DOE informed EEG t.hat the Sorbini Tracer Test was bein1
re-scheduled (delayed) for P"Y 1988. To t.his. EEG replied on .July 11
1986 that the results of the t.est are needed for performance
assessment.. and should. therefore. be available before wast..e is broug
to ~IPP. Then on .June 4. 1987 we received a copy of a .June 1. 1967
Sandia National Lab memorandum from Al Lappin t.o t.he NAS recommendin
t.hat. the Sorbing Tracer Tests be deleted and some hydrological studi
be carried out instead.
Even though the list of st.udies proposed iE
long. much of t.he proposed work is already in progress or planned.
t.he .June 16-17. 1987 meet.ing of the NAS Panel in Washington. D. c ..
the discussions bet.ween the NAS. DOE and EEG remained inconclusive a
the NAS Panel did not provide a clear response to the DOE
recomrnendat.ion to delete the test.

~nalr•i•

or

thP Recormiendation

are t•o import.ant fact.ors t.hat •ould determine the transport. of
radionuclides t.o the accessible environment through the Rustler
Fonnation. These are 1) the flo~ rate of •ater. and 2) the transport
of radionuclidee within the water mass with due consideration of the
various mechanism~ of retardation.
In order t.o determine the WlPP's
compliance ~it.h the EPA Standards. it is obviously essential to
characteri2e the Rustler Formation hydrology as accurately as
possible.
On the question of eorpt.ion. w~ ha\·e the follo~·ing
thoughts.

Th~r~

If the Rustler hydrology is well understood and the t.ra~el rates
are extrem~ly slow. no credit may have t.o be taken for sorption. But
if the uncertainties remain and/or the flow rates are relativ~ly high.
it may b~ necessary to take some credit for retardation in order to
sho~ compliance with the EPA Standards.

1)

2)
Laboratory studies to determine Kd values can be useful but are
more uncertain than field studies because they are performed on
extracted material of a much smaller volume and without regard to the
in situ geometry and fracture configurations.

3} Successful field studies t.o determine Kd \'alues are more
represent.a t.i ,.e of the behavior of contaminants for t.he f onr. in which
the tracer is introduced.
However. certain chemical species of t.he
waste may affect t.he mobility of the radionuclides and t.he aquifer
geochemistry may be modified by additional ~at.er such as brine
bringing up the waste t.hat. would be injected into t.he aquifer.
Based on the above observations. we offer the follo~·ing discussion or,
it.ems that. ar~ pertinent to a sorbing tracer study and the related
.June 1. 1987 memorandum from Al Lappin to the NAS WIP? Panel .

.-e

believe it. is more import.ant. to determine the lo"'· end of t.he Xd
distribution function t.han t.o determine an average or median value.
This is because preliminary calculations by EEG indicate that. t.he E?A
standard could be exceeded if as little as 3~ of the injected TRU
radionuclides are mobile (Xd=O) and travel through fractureE t.o the
site boundary.
If matrix diffusion were to delay arrival until 300G
years aft.er closing. the allowable mobile fraction could be 10X or
more.
Furthermore. it. is not certain that. future hydro-geological
evaluations ~ill confinn that. the above approximations are
conservative.
lf the tracers are not. inserted in a more mobile fonr..
we don·t. see how the proposed sorbing tracer test., even if conducted
successfully. will provide data on the low end of the Kd distribution
function.
In the absence of direct. dat.a on the Kd distribution
function. EEG would have to recommend that. eome fraction of the
radionuclides be assumed to be transported as if the Kd were ~ero eve1
if a sorbing tracer test yielded a finite Kd value.

ln spit~ of the assertion in Dr. Lappin"• ~une 1 ~erno that there have
been numerous Kd ~easurernents. we are not eati•fied with the exi•ting
data base.
our position coincides •ith that stated by IX>~ in the 1986
WlPP 6afet~ Analysis Report (6AR) 6ection 2.~.e:
. site-specific data are inconclusive and limited in
scope. and there is little justification for applyint them
to WIPP-site performance assessment and radionuclide ~igre
tion analyses. The simpleEt and most conservative means to
deal ~ith sorption in radionuclide transport is to assume that
sorption does not occur (Kd:O) for all dissolved radionuclides
and that there is no retaroation of radio-nuclide transport by
geochemical processes.
SAR. Page 2.5-51

Based on the discussion in the SAR, as well as the data limitations
stated in the t~o sources of WIPP Kd values (PNL-2448, 1977: SAND
76-0297. 1976). we stated in our 1-13-67 comments on the SAR Chapter e
that Kd:O is the only value we find defensible for use in radionuclide
migration analysis at WIPP until additional test data fron1 the lab and
field are available. Therefore. we support the laboratory
investigations suggested in Mr. Lappin's memo.
lt must. ho~ever. be
recognized that reliable application of lab values to release
scenarios will be more difficult without the fi~ld test.
In order to obtain a better understanding of Rustler hydrology, we
suppor~ performing the additional studies suggested. though many of
them appear to be work that is already underway or planned. The new
hydrologic test hole between H11 and P17 is particularly needed and
could provide valuable data for hydrologic characterization in the
critical southern area.
We believe it is important to try to
determine how high a transmissivity actually exists in the •high
transmissivity channel~ and to evaluate whether the matrix diffusion
tr~nsport modeled in SAND 67-710b would still be applicable for low or
high pressure release~.

EEG Recommendations on the SorbinG Tracer Test Deletion Issue
In summary. we recormnend acceptance of the DOE proposal to delete the
6orbing Tracer Test only if DOE agrees to use Kd:O for all its
analyses of breach scenarios.
~e may, after careful evaluation of thE
findings of a properly designed laboratory study. accept a~ value
greater ~hen zero for a portion of the wastes even though we~elieve

~hat

~he

labora~ory

determined values for Kd. •ould be 1••• accurate
•ithout a field 6orbing Tracer Test. The ~odification ~o
~hr C and C Agreement eho~ld also liet •pecific studies in lieu of ~h~
6orbint Tracer Tests, as provided in ~he Lappin ~emo.

and

~eliable

Attachment~

Copy
Copy
Copy
Copy

of Lappin memo dated June 1. 1987
of letter to Mr. ~. R. Cooper dated July 11. 1986
of letter to DOE dated January 13. 1987
of NAS letter to DOE dated April 16. 1987

